














































































































𝑛𝜆 =  2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙sin𝜃 (1) 
ここでnは整数であり，λは測定に使用したＸ線の波長で








































































































































クはミラー指数がh + k + l = 偶数のピークに限られるこ
とから，この消滅則に該当するのは体心格子であるこ



























































図-3 単体金属 B粉末試料のＸ線回折パターン 
図-4 二酸化チタン TiO2試料のＸ線回折パターン(a) 試
料の回折パターン，(b) アナターゼ型 TiO2の文献
値，(c) ルチル型 TiO2の文献値 

































































ターンには2θ = 27°に111面によるピーク，2θ = 54°に311
面によるピークがはっきりと観測される。一方KClの回












図-5 Ｘ線回折測定後の試料 C（NaCl）の様子 
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図-9 Ｘ線回折パターンにおける 111ピークと 311ピー
ク(a) NaCl，(b) KCl



























Evaluation of Ceramic Materials Using X-ray Diffraction 
Method 
Nobuyuki TAIRA 
X-ray diffraction method is very powerful as a method for evaluating ceramic materials. This is a particularly effective method
for analyzing the crystal structure of crystalline substances. Most of the purposes can be achieved by using the software attached 
to the measuring device. Even beginners who are not familiar with the evaluation of materials by the X-ray diffraction method 
can easily analyze the measurement data by referring to the database. These software can be used with confidence even by 
beginners, and it seems that they are widely used in the actual field of ceramic material research and development, including 
experts. Software and measuring equipment that even beginners can use with peace of mind are convenient, but they also become 
black boxes, making it possible to evaluate materials without understanding the contents. This is sufficient for routine work, but 
when conducting a more detailed study, it is necessary to understand the information that the diffraction peak means. Therefore, 
the author set up an experiment on the theme of "evaluation of ceramic materials using X-ray diffraction method" in advanced 
engineering course, and made students understand the X-ray diffraction method to evaluate ceramic materials. 
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